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Annual General Meeting
Tuesday 15 May 2018
Agenda and other details on the next page

Please join us on
Tuesday 15 May 2018 at 8:00 pm in the
Lecture Room, Bedford Athletic Stadium, Barkers Lane,
Bedford MK41 9SB.
Free parking is available at the Stadium.
Non members welcome to come along and meet the Group. Tell your friends.

All content is the opinion of the writer or contributor. It is not necessarily the official view of the committee of the
Bedford group of RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders, RoSPA or any other official body connected to or mentioned
by the writer
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News from the Group Secretary

Notice of Annual General Meeting to be held on
Tuesday 15 May 2018 at 8:00 pm in the Lecture
Room of Bedford Athletic Stadium, Barkers
Lane, Bedford MK41 9SB.

By 1 April 2018 RoSPA Groups needed to apply for
accreditation. Ensuring that we complied with all
their criteria an application was submitted in mid
March. This was successful.

Notice given by Stan Jones, Group Secretary 16 April 2018.

RoSPA’s criteria included numbers of members in
their various categories, details of record keeping,
independent inspection of accounts, numbers of
tutors and their grading and how we train them, and
a new constitution.

Agenda
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Apologies for absence
Agreement of minutes of 2017 AGM
Chairman's report
Treasurer's report
Secretary's report
Election of Officers for 2018/2019
(see Note 1)
Election of committee members for 2018/2019
(see Notes 2 and 3)
Any other business

Note 1
Andrew McGrorey, Stan Jones and Paul Millbank
are prepared to stand for re-election. The
committee has nominated David Worgan as
Treasurer.
Please notify the Secretary of any nomination you
wish to make. It is important that we receive
nominations prior to the meeting but not essential.
Please ensure the nominee is prepared to stand.
We welcome nominations for all Officer positions.
Note 2
Please notify the Secretary of any nomination you
wish to make.
The outgoing committee has nominated Clive
Croot, Anne Essen, Alan Freeman, Tony Glasson
and Rosemary Whittington who have agreed to
serve for a further year. We would welcome more
committee nominations, especially from Associate
members.
Note 3
Our Newsletter Editor, Ian Wade, is prepared to
continue but is not on the committee.
Please join us at the AGM and enjoy an informal
chat afterwards.
Are you a Full member? RoSPA lapel badges may
be given out to Full members attending the AGM.
Please let Stan Jones know your last test date and
if you propose to attend the AGM. Stan Jones,
Secretary: The Bedford Group of RoSPA Advanced
Drivers and Riders, 11 Crispin Drive, Bedford
MK41 7FL.

RoSPA Accreditation

Tutor Training
Paul Millbank, our Training Officer, is currently
training two of our gold members (David Worgan
and Martin Kidds) as tutors. Paul, David and Martin
are giving up much of their valuable time for the
benefit of Group members.
Paul is also arranging for refresher training at
Millbrook for all our tutors and he will be contacting
them in due course. All tutors, as with all Full
members of the Group, are tested anyway every
three years by RoSPA.
Web Site
We have recently had a sub-committee meeting to
discuss the redesign of our website. We are
fortunate in having available members with the
technical expertise to discuss what platform we
should use. Once that decision has been made we
can progress to discussing the style and content of
the site.
I believe we are in a much stronger position as a
Group than we have been for some time and I am
looking forward to its progress over the next year.

The Group’s New Website
by Ian Wade
On 6 April 2018 the Group convened a new
technical subcommittee to discuss the planning of
the new Group website. The meeting was chaired
by Stan Jones, with Alan Freeman (Webmaster),
David Worgan (committee member) and Ian Wade
(Newsletter Editor).
Discussion centred on the choice of software tools
to build the new site, with emphasis on the ease of
creating new website pages, together with the
mechanics of maintaining and backing up the site
(plus having more than one person capable of
doing this).

All content is the opinion of the writer or contributor. It is not necessarily the official view of the committee of the Bedford
Group of RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders, RoSPA or any other official body connected to or mentioned by the writer
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The two options for the new website were: continue
as we do now with basic HTML (proposed by
David), or adopt WordPress (proposed by Ian). Ian
explained briefly how WordPress works, and gave a
live on-line demonstration of how the new site might
look. Final decision on which option to adopt will be
taken at the next main committee meeting.
Here is a picture of the subcommittee hard at work!

RVT Ambassador Kate Goldsmith, whose 13-year
old daughter Aimee was killed in a road collision
along with her step-brothers Ethan and Josh and
their mother Tracy Houghton, is pictured here will
Cllr Budge Wells, Deputy Executive Member for
Community Services at CBC. [Readers who were at
Kate’s presentation at our September Group
meeting last year will certainly remember her].
Kate said “This is a lovely gesture by CBC and
JustPark that will help a wonderful charity that has
done so much to support me.”
For each transaction made through JustPark when
a driver calls or texts to pay, and if they opt in to
receiving SMS messages, 5p will be donated to the
RVT. The eight car parks in the JustPark scheme
are in Dunstable, Leighton Buzzard and Flitwick.
From: Mid Beds Bulletin, March 2018, Rosetta Publishing

Left to right: Alan Freeman, David Worgan, Stan Jones
and Ian Wade

Ian has now built a version of WordPress that runs
under Microsoft Windows, so that committee
members can try it out for themselves on their own
PC and experiment without affecting the on-line
site. Ian also offered to provide hands-on guidance
to the committee, to get people started.
Later this year there will be a further meeting to
concentrate on the style and content of the new
site.

Central Bedfordshire Council supports
the Road Victims Trust
Central Bedfordshire Council (CBC) will be
supporting the Bedfordshire-based charity, the
Road Victims Trust (RVT) through its new car
parking contract with JustPark.
The RVT provides free
emotional and practical
support to all persons
affected by a road death
across Bedfordshire,
Cambridgeshire and
Hertfordshire. The Trust
supports in excess of 550
people who have been
affected by the 80 to 85
deaths that occur on the roads of these three
counties each year.

Dashcam as a Safety Training Aid
by Ian Wade
Avid readers of the Group Newsletter may recall
that earlier in the year I was considering the
purchase of a dashcam. Well I have now taken the
plunge.
Installation was very straightforward – about 20
minutes to tuck the wiring behind the windscreen
rubber trim, down the door post, then down to the
side of the gear lever enclosure to the car
accessory power point. The camera itself is very
small, attached to the windscreen with a strong
suction cup behind the passenger’s side of the rear
view mirror. The driver cannot see the screen or
controls of the camera at all, so it is not a
distraction. When leaving the car it’s possible to
detach the camera from the suction cup simply by
flipping a quick-release lever.
On-the-move recordings are made to a small
memory card plugged into the camera. You can
then plug the card into a special adapter that in turn
plugs into a standard USB socket on a PC or laptop
to view the recordings later.
Initial testing has been very encouraging. The
images are crisp and sharp, and the sound
recording is adequate when played back on the PC.
The only minor issue has been when my lovely wife
Margaret is with me in the car, when she insists I
mute the microphone!
However, when I am alone in the car with the
microphone switched on, an unexpected benefit
has become apparent. As an Associate Group
member I still have to take my Advanced test, a part
of which involves giving a running commentary.

All content is the opinion of the writer or contributor. It is not necessarily the official view of the committee of the Bedford
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With the dashcam I can practice the commentary
again and again, then play it back when I get home.
Deficiencies soon become apparent – I should have
made this observation at that point etc. But with
practice the commentary has become more fluent,
to the point when I was able to give my tutor, Stan
Jones, a recording made specially for him. I have
yet to hear his verdict, but I suspect it will be
something like “could do better”!
I have also found several YouTube videos on
advanced driving commentaries very helpful. These
are worth watching and listening to:

We are in the process of updating the necessary
paperwork and notices to members. Insofar as
members’ personal information is concerned, it has
always been treated as private and confidential,
and has never been released to anyone outside the
Group. This will continue to be the case in the
future.
Stan Jones will be bringing the membership list up
to date after the AGM. Once the new list is
available, members will receive the next Newsletter
containing full details of any relevant changes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rM_qc4mRhT4/

New MOT Defect Categories

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbV-oYBXojI

From 20 May 2018 there will be three new MOT
defect categories: Dangerous, Major and Minor.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KvC26MyAXc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cASEscf4IK4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyIGOx722HY
Finally, we are all familiar with the dictum to “expect
the unexpected”. This is especially true when
driving in snow. As an example, I came across this
dashcam screenshot entitled “Humps ahead”. I
remain to be convinced it isn’t a clever piece of
video editing!

Dangerous means an immediate fail, as the vehicle
is a risk to road safety. You’re not allowed to drive
the car until it has been repaired.
From: Regit Newsletter

Major affects vehicle safety and should be repaired
immediately. Again it will fail straight away.

General Data Protection Regulation

Minor means there’s no significant impact on safety
but you should get the repairs made as soon as
possible.

The new European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) comes into effect on 25 May
2018. In general the Regulation applies to all kinds
and sizes of companies, organisations and clubs,
with corresponding impact on how personal
information is acquired and stored.
Fortunately for us, the requirements are not
onerous, and are more or less in line with what we
already do now.

These days it seems car owners believe their
machines will go on forever. While manufacturing
standards have improved, no car is impervious to
wear and tear. You have to look after them and
change parts over time. Arranging a service every
now and then isn’t the only maintenance cost you
should expect.
From: Regit Newsletter
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